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Abstract: The current standard of care for human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) treat-

ment is a three-drug regimen containing a nonnucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor, a 

protease inhibitor, or an integrase strand transfer inhibitor (INSTI) plus two nucleoside/tide 

reverse transcriptase inhibitors. Given their potency, safety, and distinctive mechanism of 

action, INSTIs represent an important advance in HIV type 1 (HIV-1) therapy. Dolutegravir 

(DTG) is a new-generation INSTI recently approved for the treatment of HIV-1-infected 

adult patients, with distinct advantages compared with other available antiretroviral agents.  

In well-designed, large clinical trials, DTG-containing regimens have demonstrated either 

noninferiority or superiority to current first-line agents such as raltegravir-, darunavir/ritonavir-, 

and efavirenz-containing regimens. The favorable safety profile, low potential for drug interac-

tions, minimal impact on lipids, good tolerability, and high resistance barrier of DTG makes 

this compound one of the preferred choices for HIV therapy in multiple clinical scenarios, 

including treatment-naïve and treatment-experienced patients. DTG is the only antiretroviral 

drug not yet associated with de novo emergence of resistance mutations in treatment-naïve 

individuals. However, data from in vitro studies and clinical trial suggest the possibility of 

cross-resistance between first- and second-generation INSTIs. Even though these profiles 

are infrequent at the moment, they need to be monitored in all current patients treated with 

INSTIs. With its potent activity, good tolerability, simplicity of dosing, and minimal drug 

interaction profile, DTG will likely play a major role in the management of patients with HIV-1 

infection. On the basis of clinical trial data, current guidelines endorse DTG in combination 

with nucleoside/tide reverse transcriptase inhibitors as one of the recommended regimens in 

antiretroviral therapy-naïve patients. Most of the favorable clinical experiences from clinical 

trials are based on the combination of DTG with abacavir/lamivudine, and DTG is planned to 

be coformulated with abacavir/lamivudine. This will provide a further advantage, given that 

single tablet regimens are associated with higher adherence rates as well as improvement in 

quality of life and enhanced patient preference.
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Introduction
The treatment of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection has profoundly 

changed after the availability of combined antiretroviral therapy (cART). Use of these 

multidrug regimens has resulted in substantial reductions in progression to acquired 

immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS), opportunistic infections, hospitalizations, and 

death. However, drug selection is becoming increasingly complex, with more than  

25 antiretroviral medications available in six major classes, including nucleoside/

nucleotide reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NRTIs), nonnucleoside reverse transcriptase 
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inhibitors (NNRTIs), protease inhibitors (PIs), fusion inhibi-

tors, CCR5 antagonists, and integrase strand transfer inhibi-

tors (INSTIs).1,2

The current standard of care for HIV treatment is a three-

drug regimen containing an NNRTI, a PI, or an INSTI plus 

two NRTIs.1,2

Factors influencing the choice between an NNRTI, a PI, 

or an INSTI as the third drug in a regimen include efficacy, 

safety, tolerability, convenience for the patient (eg, dosing 

frequency, number of pills, food requirements), genetic bar-

riers to resistance, comorbidities, and potential for drug–drug 

interactions.

The aim of this review is to evaluate the clinical utility 

of the combination of dolutegravir–abacavir–lamivudine 

(DTG/ABC/3TC) in the management of HIV type 1 (HIV-1) 

infection. Since it is likely that DTG use in the near future 

will be mostly represented in coformulation with an NRTI 

backbone, we will also focus on comparative efficacy and 

safety aspects of NRTIs.

Methods
The literature used in this traditional review extended up to 

December 2014. For NRTIs, we updated the search criteria 

already used in recent systematic reviews on the safety and 

efficacy of ABC compared with other NRTIs conducted by 

our group.3 For DTG and other INSTIs, we selected and sum-

marized the most relevant papers related to the safety and 

efficacy of INSTIs. For this purpose, we searched PubMed 

using various combinations of the following terms: HIV, inte-

grase inhibitors, raltegravir (RAL), DTG, elvitegravir (EVG), 

clinical trials, and randomized clinical trials (RCTs).

Choosing among NRTis
NRTIs have historically been the cornerstones of HIV therapy 

since the first NRTI was introduced in 1987. Currently 

recommended regimens include the NRTI combination of 

tenofovir disoproxil fumarate/emtricitabine (TDF/FTC) or 

ABC/3TC, both available as fixed-dose combination tablets 

given once daily. Factors to be considered when choosing 

between these NRTI combinations are related to safety and 

virologic efficacy.

Current guidelines assume 3TC and FTC to be equiva-

lent.1 Recently, an analysis from a treatment cohort in the 

Netherlands suggests better virologic response to FTC com-

pared with lamivudine as part first-line ART.4 However, this 

cohort study was greatly unbalanced. Patients in the lamivu-

dine group had a median ART initiation year at 2004 (com-

pared with 2009 for FTC), had a higher baseline viral load 

(VL) and lower baseline CD4 cell counts, were more likely 

to be injecting drug users (which could influence adherence), 

and were more likely to be coinfected with hepatitis B.  

Thus, in light of these methodological limitations and the 

large discrepancy between the results of this cohort study 

and those provided by prospective RCTs, it is reasonable to 

believe that the observed treatment differences are the result 

of study design flaws rather than true differences in efficacy 

between lamivudine and FTC.5

Compared with lamivudine, FTC shows a longer plasma 

and intracellular triphosphate half-life. The results of a recent 

meta-analysis of clinical trials comparing FTC with lami-

vudine as part of a combination regimen have demonstrated 

that the two compounds are clinically equivalent.6 Thus, in 

clinical practice, the choice of FTC versus lamivudine will 

most likely be made in the context of their coformulation 

partner.

Differences between ABC and TDF are of more interest. 

While TDF has few initial treatment-limiting initial side 

effects, older studies with ABC are difficult to interpret 

due to the excess of ABC hypersensitivity reactions, which 

lead to early discontinuation and hence an excess of “fail-

ure” in intention-to-treat analysis. The establishment of  

HLA-B*5701 testing has largely led to the abolition of this 

adverse effect from clinical practice.7–9

An association between ABC exposure and risk of myo-

cardial infarction has been observed in the D:A:D study,10–13 

an observational cohort of studies of adverse events among 

patients receiving ART. Potential confoundings not adjusted 

for in the D:A:D study have been proposed, including pre-

scription bias to ABC in patients with metabolic syndromes, 

lipoatrophy, dyslipidemia, renal disease, and chronic heart 

disease.14 A significant independent association between 

decreased kidney function and increased risk of cardiovascu-

lar events in HIV-1-infected patients has been reported.15

Observational studies are useful tools in pharmacovigi-

lance when significant barriers to the conduct of RCTs 

exist, such as the requirement for a very large sample size 

or a prolonged follow-up. However, there is controversy 

over the validity of nonrandomized evidence, related to the 

existence and magnitude of selection bias.16 Actually, no 

excess risk of myocardial infarction with ABC therapy has 

been observed in the aggregated clinical trials database main-

tained by the manufacturer of ABC and in two independent 

meta-analyses of RCTs comparing ABC-containing cART 

with other regimens not containing ABC.17–19 The majority 

of studies, both observational and randomized, conducted in 

the absence of confounding factors have not demonstrated an 
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increased ABC-attributable cardiovascular risk.20–22 To date, 

many hypotheses and in vitro data investigating biological 

mechanisms to explain a potential increase in the risk of 

cardiovascular diseases in ABC recipients have been pro-

duced, but the topic remains controversial, and none of the 

hypotheses has been established or clinically proven.23

While ABC has been linked to cardiovascular diseases, 

a number of reports have linked TDF to renal tubular dys-

function, acute renal failure, and decreases in bone density 

and hypophosphatemia.1 In a comparative safety study of 

ABC/3TC and TDF/FTC, differences in tubular protein loss, 

bone turnover markers, and declines in bone density were 

observed favoring ABC/3TC.24 TDF can cause nephrotox-

icity, particularly in patients who have pre-existing renal 

disease or risk factors for kidney disease (eg, use of other 

nephrotoxic drugs) or in those receiving PIs or colbicistat.1

Beyond safety issues, the comparative virologic effi-

cacy of the two NRTI backbone combinations has been the 

 subject of recent debate. An RCT (ACTG 5202) showed that 

among patients with a high VL at study entry (screening HIV 

ribonucleic acid [RNA] 100,000 copies/mL), those taking 

ABC/3TC with either boosted atazanavir (ATV) or efavirenz 

(EFV) were more likely to experience virologic failure than 

those taking TDF/FTC.25 Of note, ACTG 5202 has specific 

end points (week 16 definitions of viral failure, plus later 

ones) not used in other studies, and lack HLAB*5701 test-

ing at baseline; moreover, the “as treated” analysis (where 

switch for any reason was not treated as failure) did not show  

the “discordant” effect, and rates of suppression were similar 

regardless of baseline VL. This suggests an anomaly arising 

from the early end point definitions in ACTG 5202 over clas-

sifying ABC recipients as failures. By contrast, an RCT with 

a head-to-head comparison of ABC/3TC with TDF/FTC, in 

combination with lopinavir/ritonavir, and a retrospective 

analysis of six previous ABC trials found that the backbones 

had similar efficacy.26,27

Numerous RCTs have been conducted to assess the com-

parative virologic efficacy of ABC/3TC and TDF/FTC, and 

the results of these studies have been the object of a recent sys-

tematic review and meta-analysis.3 Meta-analytical pooling of 

RCTs with a direct comparison of ABC/3TC and TDF/FTC  

according to baseline VL at 48 weeks and 96 weeks showed 

that rates of patients with VL 50 copies/mL were similar 

in the overall comparison, in the low baseline VL strata  

(100,000 copies/mL), and in the high baseline VL strata 

(100,000 copies/mL). Differences in the occurrence 

of adverse events requiring discontinuation of treatment 

favored TDF recipients, but this difference, mostly related to 

suspected ABC hypersensitivity reaction, was not statistically 

significant. In conclusion, the findings of this meta-analysis 

suggest a similar virologic efficacy of ABC/3TC and TDF/

FTC regardless of the baseline VL.

No differences in time to virologic failure were observed 

in a large Canadian cohort of HIV-infected individuals.28 

The time to regimen failure was similar for ABC/3TC and 

TDF/FTC even when stratified by baseline VL (100,000 

or 100,000 copies/mL).

In the SINGLE trial,29 in which DTG plus ABC/3TC was 

compared with EFV/TDF/FTC, there was no difference in 

virologic responses between TDF/FTC and ABC/3TC in 

patients with high HIV RNA levels.

Altogether, these results support the use of either NRTI 

backbone in the initial therapy of ART-naïve patients and 

more generally of ABC/3TC as one of the preferred NRTI 

options.2,3,28

Choosing among iNSTi options
Given their potency, safety, and distinctive mechanism of 

action, INSTIs represent an important advance in HIV-1 

therapy. After entry into CD4+ T-cells, viral RNA is tran-

scribed into DNA by HIV reverse transcriptase; following 

this step, DNA of HIV is incorporated into the DNA of CD4 

cells, a process known as integration. Integration occurs in 

three steps: formation of a preintegration viral DNA complex, 

3′ processing, and strand transfer.30–33 To date, all INSTIs 

approved for clinical use specifically target the second 

step, strand transfer, of the integration process. These drugs 

prevent or inhibit the binding of the preintegration complex 

to host cell DNA, thus terminating the integration step of 

HIV replication. INSTIs available for clinical use include 

RAL, EVG, and DTG.

RAL is the first INSTI approved for clinical use.1,2,30,34 

Clinical trials have demonstrated that RAL-containing 

regimens have potent antiretroviral activity and are well 

tolerated.35–38 In addition, because of their unique mode 

of action, INSTIs retain activity against isolates that have 

acquired resistance to other classes of antiretroviral agents.

The BENCHMRK studies demonstrated that the use of 

RAL was highly effective in achieving viral suppression 

when combined with an optimized background regimen 

in treatment-experienced patients with drug-resistant HIV 

infection.35,36

In treatment-naïve persons, the efficacy of RAL was 

evaluated in the STARTMRK trials, which randomly 

assigned previously untreated HIV-infected individuals 

to receive twice-daily RAL or once-daily EFV, each in 
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combination with fixed-dose TDF/FTC.37,38 RAL produced 

durable viral suppression and immune restoration that were 

at least equivalent to those of EFV through 156 weeks of 

therapy. Both regimens were well tolerated, but RAL was 

associated with fewer drug-related clinical adverse events 

and smaller elevations in lipid levels. As was noted in early 

studies,30,34 treatment with RAL was associated with faster 

virologic response.

The advantages of RAL include potent antiviral activity, 

limited drug–drug interactions, excellent tolerability, and a 

long postmarketing experience.1,30,35–40 However, limitations 

include its twice-daily dosing schedule and a low genetic 

barrier to viral resistance.1,30

EVG was recently approved for clinical use as a once-

a-day combination tablet coformulated with cobicistat 

(COBI) and TDF/FTC (EVG/COBI/TDF/FTC). EVG/

COBI/TDF/FTC was noninferior to EFV/TDF/FTC and to 

ritonavir-boosted ATV in combination with TDF/FTC in 

treatment-naïve patients at 48 and 96 weeks.41–44 One of the 

disadvantages of EVG is its short half-life, which necessitates 

the administration of the pharmacokinetic booster COBI. 

COBI is a specific and potent inhibitor of CYP3A4 and is 

associated with clinically significant drug–drug interactions.45 

Moreover, coformulated EVG/COBI/TDF/FTC is not recom-

mended for patients with creatinine clearance 70 mL/min  

and should be discontinued if creatinine clearance declines 

below 50 mL/min.1,46

DTG, a second-generation iNSTi
DTG is the most recently approved INSTI. It is approved for 

use in ART-naïve and ART-experienced patients. Several 

clinical trials conducted in ART-naïve and ART-experienced 

patients have assessed the efficacy and safety of DTG, in 

combination with ABC/3TC, as well as with other NRTI 

backbones (Tables 1 and 2).47–56

Drug efficacy
The efficacy of DTG in treatment-naïve patients has been 

evaluated in three fully powered clinical trials, including 

two randomized double-blind clinical trials and one ran-

domized open-label clinical trial.48–53 In these three trials, 

DTG-based regimens demonstrated either noninferiority 

or superiority to a comparator INSTI-, NNRTI-, or PI-

based regimen. The primary efficacy end point in all these 

clinical trials was the proportion of participants with plasma  

VL 50 copies/mL.

The SPRING-1 study was a randomized, partially blinded, 

Phase IIb dose-ranging trial that assessed the 48- and 96-week T
ab
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efficacy and safety of different doses of DTG (10, 25, or  

50 mg once daily) in combination with two open-label NRTIs 

(selected by investigators) using EFV as comparator.48,49  

No participants on DTG who met the definition for virologic 

failure had emergence of an INSTI mutation.49

The SINGLE trial was a Phase III trial that assessed the 

efficacy and safety of a regimen containing ABC/3TC and 

DTG in comparison with EFV/TDF/FTC in 833 ART-naïve 

patients.50 The comparative efficacy data of the two regimens 

according to strata and subgroups are summarized in Figure 1.  

At 48 weeks, 88% of patients receiving DTG and 81% on 

EFV had plasma HIV RNA 50 copies/mL. Although ini-

tially designed as a noninferiority trial, the statistical analysis 

concluded that the DTG arm was superior to EFV/TDF/FTC 

(P=0.003), primarily because the study treatment discon-

tinuation rate was higher in the EFV arm than in the DTG 

arm. Patients in the DTG arm also experienced significantly 

shorter median times to viral suppression (28 vs 84 days,  

P0.0001), as well as greater increases in CD4 counts  

(267 vs 208 cells/μL, respectively; P0.001).

SPRING-2 was a randomized, double-blind, noninferior-

ity study that compared the efficacy and safety of DTG 50 mg  

once daily versus RAL 400 mg twice daily in ART-naïve 

patients.51,52 The NRTI backbone (ABC/3TC or TDF/FTC)  

was chosen by the study investigators. At 48 weeks, 88% 

of patients on DTG had undetectable plasma HIV RNA 

in comparison with 85% in the RAL arm, thus fitting the 

noninferiority goal. On the other hand, no significant dif-

ferences were found comparing 3TC/ABC and TDF/FTC, 

although the latter tended to exhibit some virologic advantage 

over time. At week 96, once-daily DTG was noninferior to 

twice-daily RAL. The authors concluded that once-daily 

DTG is an attractive treatment option for HIV-1-infected 

treatment-naïve patients.

The efficacy of DTG versus ritonavir-boosted darunavir 

(DRV) (DRV/r) was compared in the FLAMINGO trial.53 

This was a multicenter, open-label, noninferiority trial that 

recruited ART-naïve patients and compared DTG 50 mg 

once daily to DRV/r 800/100 mg once daily, each in com-

bination with investigator-selected ABC/3TC or TDF/FTC. 

At 48 weeks, a significantly higher proportion of patients 

on DTG than DRV reached undetectable plasma HIV RNA 

(90% vs 83%, P=0.025). No significant differences were 

found among patients in the DTG arm receiving different 

NRTI backbones.

It should be noted that the SINGLE and FLAMINGO 

trials are the only trials conducted so far that have demon-

strated an alternative ART regimen be superior, respectively, 

to EFV- and DRV-based combinations within 1–2 years 

(RAL was found to be superior to EFV only after 5 years 

in STARTMRK).57 The recognition of this greater antiviral 

potency of the newest drugs with respect to the classically 

unbeaten EFV has been highlighted by some experts as the 

beginning of a new ART era because of the advent of safer 

and more potent antiretroviral third agents.58

The efficacy of DTG was also assessed in ART-experienced 

patients. DTG demonstrated efficacy in three trials conducted 

in ART-experienced participants, including those with 

resistance to RAL and EVG.54–56 The SAILING trial was a 

Phase III, randomized, double-blind, noninferiority study 

that examined the efficacy and safety of DTG versus RAL 

in ART-experienced, INSTI-naïve patients with resistance 

to two or more classes of ART and one to two fully active 

agents available for background therapy.54 A significantly 

Table 2 Clinical trials of DTG in second-line treatment (ARV-experienced patients, INSTI naïve or experienced)

Study Regimens No of  
patients

Weeks of  
treatment

Rates (%) of patients  
with VL 50  
copies/mL

Rates (%) of patients  
with AEs leading  
to discontinuation

Notes

SAiLiNG54 DTG 50 mg  
vs raltegravir  
400 bid + OBT

354 vs 361 48 71 vs 64 1 vs 1 INSTI-naïve patients;  
RCT, double blind

viKiNG  
(Cohort I)55

DTG 50 mg  
od + OBT

27 24 41 No severe Ae related  
to DTG reported

Phase iib, open label,  
single arm; iNSTi 
resistant

viKiNG  
(Cohort II)55

DTG 50 mg  
bid + OBT

24 24 75 No severe Ae related  
to DTG reported

Phase iib, open label,  
single arm; iNSTi 
resistant

viKiNG-356 DTG 50 mg  
bid + OBT

183 24 69 2.7 Phase iii, open label,  
single arm; iNSTi  
resistant

Abbreviations: DTG, dolutegravir; VL, viral load; AEs, adverse events; bid, twice daily; OBT, optimized background therapy; INSTI, integrase strand transfer inhibitor;  
RCT, randomized controlled trial; od, once daily.
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Figure 1 Comparative efficacy data of EFV/TDF/FTC and DTG/ABC/3TC at week 48, according to strata and subgroups. Data from.50

Abbreviations: EFV, efavirenz; TDF, tenofovir; FTC, emtricitabine; DTG, dolutegravir; ABC, abacavir; 3TC, lamivudine; CI, confidence interval; HIV-1, human 
immunodeficiency virus type 1; RNA, ribonucleic acid.
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higher proportion of patients on DTG than RAL achieved 

undetectable plasma HIV RNA at 48 weeks. The difference 

in response was driven by virologic outcomes, as discontinu-

ations and adverse event rates were similar between the two 

groups. When stratified by VL 50,000 copies/mL, rates of 

patients achieving viral suppression were higher in the DTG 

group compared with the RAL group (62% vs 47%, difference 

15.2% [95% confidence interval 1.9–28.4]). Fewer partici-

pants in the DTG arm with viral failure had treatment-emer-

gent genotypic or phenotypic INSTI resistance by week 48 

(1% in DTG vs 5% in RAL group, P=0.003). RAL-associated 

significant genotypic resistance was demonstrated in 42% of 

the participants with viral failure in the RAL arm but con-

ferred limited cross-resistance to DTG.54,57,59,60

The Phase IIb VIKING trial examined the efficacy of DTG 

in HIV-infected patients harboring RAL-resistant strains, 

and compared 50 mg once-daily or twice-daily dosing. By 

week 24, 41% and 75% of participants in cohort I and II,  

respectively, had VLs 50 copies/mL via the time to loss of 

virologic response (TLORV) algorithm. Integrase resistance 

was observed in 15% of all participants and was classified as 

RAL mutations. No single mutation emerged that appeared 

to significantly decrease DTG susceptibility based on the 

current knowledge of DTG resistance pathways. Basing on 

these findings, the 50 mg twice-daily dose become the rec-

ommended dosing for individuals with prior RAL or EVG 

failure with integrase resistance mutations.55

In the single-arm, open-label, Phase III VIKING-3 study, 

antiretroviral-experienced, heavily treated participants with 

multidrug resistance, including RAL and EVG resistance, 

received DTG 50 mg twice daily plus an optimized rescue 

drug combination.56

Overall, 69% of subjects achieved VL 50 copies/mL at 

week 24. Multivariate analyses demonstrated a strong asso-

ciation between baseline DTG susceptibility and response. 

Response was most reduced in subjects with Q148 plus two 
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or more resistance-associated mutations. DTG 50 mg twice 

daily was well tolerated, with low (3%) discontinuation 

rate due to adverse events, similar to INSTI-naïve subjects 

receiving DTG 50 mg once daily.

Drug safety
DTG has relatively few side effects and is generally well 

tolerated compared with most other available ARVs.59 Rate of 

adverse events leading to DTG discontinuation in most studies 

is 2%–3%. The most common adverse reactions of moderate 

to severe intensity with an incidence of 2% in the clinical 

trials were insomnia and headache. Cases of hypersensitivity 

reactions were reported in 1% of trial participants.

Renal elimination of unchanged DTG is less than 1%.61 

In a comparison study of DTG versus RAL (SPRING),  

a small increase in creatinine was observed in the DTG arm.51 

DTG decreases tubular secretion of creatinine without affect-

ing glomerular function (measured by iohexol clearance), 

with increases in serum creatinine observed within the first  

4 weeks of treatment (mean change in serum creatinine of 

0.11 mg/dL after 48 weeks).51,62,63 This can be explained by 

the fact that DTG inhibits the renal organic transporter OCT2, 

which is involved in creatinine secretion.57,61

DTG displays a favorable metabolic profile, similar 

to RAL, as demonstrated in the SPRING-2 and SAILING 

trials.51,54

Drug resistance
Integrase inhibitors represent a novel class of drugs com-

pletely active against viruses resistant to all other classes of 

drugs.47,64–66 Data on integrase inhibitor resistance come pri-

marily from clinical trials and in vitro studies. Approximately 

one in six US patients undergoing INSTI genotyping resis-

tance tests for clinical decision making harbors significant 

resistance, but DTG is likely to have full or partial activity 

against most variants observed.65 RAL and EVG share a com-

mon clinical resistance profile, including primary resistance 

mutations, often in combination with secondary mutations 

that further compensate for the decreased fitness associated 

with the primary mutations.64

For RAL, major resistance mutations usually occur at 

positions Y143, N155, and Q148, whereas resistance to 

EVG is mostly associated with the emergence of mutations 

at positions T66, E92, N155, and Q148.66,67 The broad cross-

resistance profile between RAL and EVG precludes their 

sequential use in individuals failing either of them.47

In vitro studies showed that DTG has a resistance profile 

markedly distinct from that of RAL and EVG. The possibility 

of replacing RAL/EVG with DTG in heavily treatment-

experienced patients failing on RAL or EVG with viruses 

harboring resistance integrase mutations was evaluated in 

the VIKING trials.56 DTG demonstrated efficacy against 

most isolates resistant to RAL and EVG except for viruses 

containing mutations of the Q148HKR pathway, with at least 

one mutation among G140ACS, L74I, and E138AKT that 

conferred lower susceptibility to DTG.

Evidence from in vitro studies shows that DTG-resistant 

viruses are impaired in their ability to acquire further resis-

tance to each of nevirapine and lamivudine as a consequence 

of their relative inability to develop resistance mutations 

associated with these two compounds.68

DTG is the only antiretroviral drug not yet associated with 

de novo emergence of resistance mutations in treatment-naïve 

individuals.47 However, data from in vitro studies and clini-

cal trials suggest the possibility of cross-resistance between 

first- and second-generation INSTIs.64,66,67 In a clinical setting, 

few occurrences of virologic failure with resistance muta-

tions have been documented in previously drug-experienced 

patients who received DTG as a first-time INSTI as a compo-

nent of a second-line regimen.67 Even though these profiles 

are infrequent at the moment, they need to be monitored in 

all current patients treated with INSTIs; moreover, more 

datasets are needed to assess the long-term efficacy of DTG 

in patients failing on RAL and EVG.47,64

Patient consideration
Adherence is a well-known problem of great importance in 

HIV-infected patients on highly active antiretroviral therapy 

(HAART) and is influenced by several factors. Poor adher-

ence leads to treatment failure by a selection of resistant 

viruses.69,70 Recent studies have underlined that durable viral 

suppression can be achieved also by regimens that require an 

adherence rate less than 95%.71–73 Furthermore, the relation-

ship between adherence and the development of resistance 

differs by drug class.74–76

Treatment simplification strategies improve patients’ 

adherence to HAART. The reduced number of pills 

affects both the adherence and the quality of life (QoL) of 

HIV-infected patients on HAART, as many studies have 

shown.77–81 By substituting to a regimen of one pill once a 

day, an improvement can be observed for both adherence 

and QoL, while maintaining virological and immunological 

efficacy. On the other hand, the improvement of QoL influ-

ences the adherence. It can be said that HAART simplicity 

works in favor of the long-term success of therapy throughout 

adherence, QoL and subjective perception of health status, 
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and these combined variables influence one another, enhanc-

ing the final result.

The fixed dose combination (FDC) regimen is the favor-

ite from a patient’s point of view in terms of tolerability, 

convenience, and simplicity and also in terms of efficacy.82 

The complexity of the antiretroviral regimens is one of the 

most important barriers to HAART’s adherence. The patients 

consider the number of daily pills, the frequency and timing 

of doses, the dietary restrictions, the adverse events, and 

the storage requirements to be the major factors that impair 

adherence to HAART.80,83

The presence of symptoms and the fear of changes to 

their appearance are associated with intentional nonadher-

ence and significantly affect the perception of health status 

and self-reported QoL. The reduction in the proportion of 

subjects reporting any symptom has been observed after 

switching to FDR-based HAART, along with the increase 

in self-reported QoL.82 Patients indicate FDC-based HAART 

as the regimen of choice based on simplicity, convenience, 

and tolerability.

The results of the Italian ADONE study confirm that 

simpler regimens are associated with higher adherence 

rates as well as improvement in QoL. Adding the patients’ 

preferences to these variables, the FDC regimen can assure 

long-lasting efficacy of HAART.82

Once-daily DTG with fixed-dose NRTIs in one pill rep-

resents the best available treatment for HIV-1-naïve patients 

and not only from the patient’s point of view. The improved 

tolerability of the considered regimen among the existing 

others, the reduced drug interactions, the lack of food restric-

tions, and the higher genetic barrier in the class make DTG 

in FDC the most appealing treatment choice.

Looking at the patient consideration literature concerning 

INSTIs, we have found two clinical trials measuring patient 

satisfaction.84,85 In one of these studies, the effect of replacing 

EFV with RAL on patient preference, daytime sleepiness, 

sleep quality, anxiety, and lipid levels was investigated in a 

well-designed randomized, double-blind, crossover study.84 

Patients who tolerated EFV, with less than 50 copies/mL HIV 

RNA, were randomized into two groups: the RAL-first group 

started with RAL (400 mg twice daily) and EFV placebo, 

and the EFV-first group with EFV (600 mg once daily) and 

RAL placebo. After 2 weeks, both groups switched to the 

alternative regimen. The primary end point was patient 

preference for the first or the second regimen, assessed after 

4 weeks. Treatment preference of the 53 patients who com-

pleted the study was 22 for RAL and 12 for EFV, whereas 

19 did not express a preference. A significant difference in 

anxiety and stress scores favoring RAL (P=0.04 and 0.03, 

respectively) was observed. In conclusion, half of patients 

previously on a stable EFV preferred to switch to RAL after 

double-blind exposure to RAL for 2 weeks. Substitution of 

EFV by RAL significantly impacted on lipid levels, stress, 

and anxiety scores.

A substudy of the FLAMINGO trial compared treat-

ment satisfaction with DTG versus DRV/r-based regimens 

in ART-naïve subjects.85 Satisfaction with treatment was 

measured with the HIV Treatment Satisfaction Ques-

tionnaire (HIVTSQ), a ten-item self-reported scale that 

measures overall satisfaction with treatment and by specific 

domains such as convenience, ease of use, and flexibility.86 

The HIVTSQ included 420 subjects from the US, France, 

Germany, Italy, and Spain, for which valid translations were 

available. Median HIVTSQ total scores were higher in the 

DTG treatment group compared with the DRV/r treatment 

group at all evaluated time points (4, 24, and 48 weeks); 

however, differences were statistically significant at week 24  

(P=0.005) only. The convenience item score was statisti-

cally significantly higher in the DTG group compared 

with the DRV/r treatment group at weeks 4 (P0.001), 24 

(P=0.002), and 48 (P=0.003). These findings suggest that 

in addition to showing improvement in treatment efficacy, 

DTG showed improvements in treatment satisfaction over 

DRV/RTV.

Conclusion
DTG is a new-generation INSTI recently approved for the 

treatment of HIV-1-infected adult patients, with distinct 

advantages compared with other available antiretroviral 

agents, including the potential to improve patient adher-

ence. DTG has a favorable pharmacokinetic profile with a 

prolonged intracellular half-life, which allows, in INSTI-

naïve patients, a once-daily dosing without the need for 

pharmacokinetic boosting and regardless of meals. Compared 

with RAL and EVG, DTG offers a favorable resistance profile 

and a higher genetic barrier to resistance. The safety profile 

of DTG is also encouraging, as the drug is expected to be 

associated with mild treatment-related side effects, minimal 

impact, if any, on lipids, and good tolerability, especially as 

compared with EFV-treated patients.87

In Phase III clinical trials, DTG-containing regimens have 

demonstrated either noninferiority or superiority to current first-

line agents such as RAL-, DRV/r-, and EFV-containing regi-

mens. This drug also exhibited efficacy in ART-experienced 

participants and may be an option when given twice daily in 

patients harboring resistance to RAL and EVG.
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With its potent activity, good tolerability, simplicity 

of dosing, and minimal drug interaction profile, DTG will 

likely play a major role in the management of patients with 

HIV-1 infection.

On the basis of clinical trial data, current US and European 

guidelines endorse DTG in combination with NRTIs (either 

ABC/3TC or TDF/FTC) as one of the recommended regi-

mens in ART-naïve patients (Tables 3 and 4).1,2

Most of the favorable clinical experiences from clinical 

trials are based on a combination of DTG with ABC/3TC. 

DTG will be coformulated with ABC/3TC as a single pill, 

once-daily regimen, and this will provide a further advantage, 

given that single tablet regimens are associated with higher 

adherence rates as well as improvement in QoL and enhanced 

patient preference. On the other hand, attention to the safety 

profile of the nucleoside backbone will be required, including 

HLAB*5701 genetic testing, in order to identify patients at 

risk for ABC-associated hypersensitivity reactions.
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